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North American distributor:

For over twenty years Moab 80 has been placing the contribution
of design at the centre of its business model. All along
creativity has been playing a strategic role in the development
of the company. It has always influenced its image, its brand
and its ability to offer innovative solutions. The integration
of design in the company strategy has always been a driving
force to integrate contemporary Italian design in the current
furniture design around the world.
More recently, Moab has been exploring innovative design
directions without losing its style or identity.
The challenge is to analyse the various changes often requiring
the unveiling of creative visions ahead of its due course,
pushing our own interpretation of innovation and creativity.
Our trademark is simplicity, based on a complex process of
selection of shapes and materials for customers to enjoy either
with stand alone products or in complete vignettes.

ZERO20
Zero20 collection is minimal and geometric
where the materials and finishes typically
used in the industry, cement and lime
stucco, reclaimed wood, burnished brass
and copper, wired glass continue the
development of new designs and creative
ideas started with the Industrial
collection.
The burnished metals contrast with the
roughness of contemporary materials and
bring a new concept of aesthetic in
contemporary design.
The cabinet case is made of aluminium or
burnished copper with doors in the matching
metal or color plus wood, reclaimed wood,
wire glass and cement or lime stucco
(Prefinito Calce / Prefinito Cemento);
these are the standard finishes of the
Moab80 range.
The large painted washbasin in aluminium is
interesting with its hidden waste.
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INDUSTRIAL LINE
This is a collection of products, which recalls
the neo-industrial look with somewhat of a rugged
feel, and a severe ambiance, truthfully it
embodies a new design theme of sophisticatedly
luxury. This new family of products offers
multiple color washbasins in stainless steel,
reclaimed wood counters, light weight counters in
metal wires, which portray the industrial design
both through the chosen materials and through
their execution.
A contemporary design direction, a chic informal
style with a choice of simple materials allows
these user friendly components to give a real
identity in the space where they are used.

DOOR
Solid, warm and welcoming: these are the
qualities that always led us to choose wood for
our furniture. The “DOOR” collection embodies
this concept, applying the traditional artisan
criteria of cabinet-making to solid teak wood
doors to preserve contemporary minimalism.
You can choose among the elegant compositions
available with solid teak or niangon wood doors
or the limited edition of compositions with
doors in restored pine wood.
Our latest addition is new vignettes with
option of doors in bleached spruce wood, sawn
oak and lime or cement stucco (Prefinito Calce
/ Prefinito Cemento). Counter tops are also
available in the same lime or cement stucco
waterproofed finish in addition to integral
glass counter tops and marble counter tops.

Block2
Block2 is a collection of
bathroom furniture with
under mounted and counter
vessels compositions with
thick counters and massively
designed base cabinets. The
combinations available with
the counter tops and the
cabinets offer many options
of vignettes of various
designs.
Counter tops are available
in the following finishes:
oak wood in a sawn finish,
scratch-proof lacquered
finish, lime or cement-resin
stucco (Prefinito Calce
/ Prefinito Cemento) to
match wall and floor panels
done with the same surface
treatment.

Prefiniti
For a bathroom solution
with an industrial design,
a unique option of cementresin stucco finish
available in 12 colors
for floor and wall panels,
counter tops and cabinets.

Prefinito Cemento

Prefinito Calce
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ELLE
LUCE10
A wall-hung and counter
vessels collection of
wash-basins, made of
synthetic cement mortar
dyed in different
colors, a collection
dedicated to those in
search of an innovative
vessel solution.
All vessels are
available in seven
colors: white, black,
sand, gray, lead grey,
tobacco and violet,
these can also match the
lime or cement stucco
colors (Prefinito Calce
/ Prefinito Cemento).

DRESSCODE
A collection of vanities with
elegant and contemporary details
offering a very functional
cabinet with large drawers where
accessories can be added.
There are available in different
lacquered and metal finishes.
DressCode offers options ranging
from a strict classical to a more
sophisticated and elegant look with
multiple combinations of colors and
materials.
The new counter tops, with slope
to drain bottoms are a creative
alternative to the under-mount
vessels.
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